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The Navy Needs Better Documentation to Support Its Proposed Military Treatment Facilities on Guam

Why GAO Did This Study

The Navy determined that its current hospital on Guam does not meet modern facility standards. Moreover, the military population on Guam is expected to grow from 15,000 to over 39,000 due to DOD plans to move Marine Corps units from Okinawa, Japan to Guam and expand other on-island capabilities. The Navy plans to construct a new hospital and two outpatient clinics as part of its facility solution to replace the current hospital and accommodate additional health care requirements. This report (1) describes the Navy’s plans for developing its military treatment facility solution to meet the expected increases in the military population on Guam, and (2) examines the extent to which the Navy is assured that its proposed military treatment facility solution on Guam will sufficiently meet the requirements for the expected increase in military population. To address these objectives, GAO reviewed documentation including the Navy’s plans for its military treatment facility solution and interviewed key officials within the Military Health System.

What GAO Found

To accommodate the additional inpatient and outpatient requirements resulting from the expected increase in military population to Guam, the Navy plans to expand inpatient and outpatient care in the replacement hospital and move primary outpatient and dental care to two new branch health clinics. Primary outpatient care generally includes caring for acute and chronic illnesses, disease prevention, screening, patient education and follow-up care from hospitalization. The replacement hospital will be located on the site of the current hospital, while one of the new branch health clinics will replace medical and dental clinics currently in operation on Naval Base Guam, and the other clinic will be located in North Finegayan on the site of a proposed Marine Corps base. According to Navy officials, the development of the requirements for the clinics allowed the Navy to retain the size and footprint of an initially planned version of the replacement hospital, which was already programmed and approved prior to the announcement of the proposed military buildup on Guam. The two outpatient primary care clinics are to be funded by the government of Japan as part of the agreement to realign Marine Corps units from Okinawa, Japan to Guam, and DOD will fund the new hospital. The Navy’s proposed military treatment facility solution on Guam expands on the health care services currently offered on Guam, but in instances when patients require care not offered on Guam, the Navy determined that it will continue to medically evacuate them to other military treatment facilities, such as Naval Hospital Okinawa, Tripler Army Medical Center in Hawaii, or Naval Medical Center San Diego.

GAO found that the Navy’s documentation used to support its recommended military treatment facility solution for Guam does not clearly demonstrate how the Navy determined the size and configuration of the proposed branch health clinics, nor could Navy officials adequately explain their analyses or assumptions. Navy officials indicated that the Navy’s health care requirements analysis report was the basis for decisions regarding the size and configuration of the proposed military treatment facilities. The Navy’s health care requirements analysis report estimates the overall health care workload for the services the Navy intends to offer on Guam following the realignment, but does not show how this workload translates into the size and configuration of the Navy’s proposed facilities. Therefore, it is difficult for stakeholders to be fully assured that the facility solution will be the most cost-effective solution to meet beneficiary health care needs following the realignment. Without clear documentation of key analyses and identification of risks, the Navy cannot fully demonstrate that it is making the most cost-effective decisions with its proposed military treatment facility solution on Guam.
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